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我国科技企业孵化器起步于 20 世纪 80 年代，发展于 90 年代初期，繁荣于




















































Our country’s Science and Technology Business Incubator began in the 
1980s, developed in the early of 1990s and  was prosperous in the adventing of 
21 century. In June of 1987,The Wuhan of Eastlake Hi-Tech Innovation center 
was the first incubator in our country. With the country policy and guiding 
principle about incubator change and perfect,the progress of incubator has 
experienced the exploration trial stage,the foundation stage, the improvement 
stage and the development leap stage.In order to meet the demand of new typed 
country, They make great contributions to the society and the economy 
development by training a large amount of excellent high technology enterprises 
and the entrepreneurs. Unfortunately, the existing problems in the Business 
buildup have limited their development.  
 
The Science and Technology Business Incubator’s concept generated first 
in the America. In America, Europe and some countries of Asia Business 
Incubators management have formed original styles and  characteristics.  Our 
country’s Business Incubators mainly have three types the management model. 
They are enterprise, enterprise-firm  and firm. Each of the three models has its 
own excellences and insufficiencies. At present, under the government guidance's 
incubator subject of investment multiplication already formed the tendency 
while emerged one batch to adapt each kind of innovation, the undertaking main 
body need, the characteristic distinctively, various incubator, they unceasingly 
carried on the innovation in the management system and the operation model. 
 
The marketization is a  Business Incubator development tendency. It 
requests the incubator to take the market as the guidance, uses resources which 
the market mechanism disposition undertaking enterprise needs, and the limited 















competitive system, the promotion is hatching enterprise's health, the fast 
development. But, our country Business Incubator's marketization also needs to 
pay great attention solving the marketization and the non-profit relations 
specially, the solution short-term benefit and the long-term benefit's relations, 
process the government role, the profit model, the hatching resources 
deployment marketization, the hatching enterprise to enter and be stationed in 
correctly with questions and so on withdrawal standard. The marketization can 
not solve all the problems of the incubator. 
 
This article unifies the Xiamen Hi-tech Innovation Center the special 
details and author owns experience which has made some discussions on   
Business Incubator's marketization operation model and from aspects and so on 
management structure, hatching service innovation, human resources, cultural 
reconstruction proposed that some concrete implementation measure, 
established one to have the practice significance Science and Technology 
Business Incubator marketization operation model. 
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